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Abstract
We examined how well prosodic boundary strength can be
captured by two declination stylization methods as well as by
four different representations of pitch register. In the stylization proposed by Liebermann et al. (1985) base- and topline are
fitted to peaks and valleys of the pitch contour, whereas in Reichel&Mády (2013) these lines are fitted to medians below and
above certain pitch percentiles. From each of the stylizations
four feature pools were induced representing different aspects
of register discontinuity at word boundaries: discontinuities related to the base-, mid-, and topline, as well as to the range
between base- and topline. Concerning stylization the medianbased fitting approach turned out to be more robust with respect
to declination line crossing errors and yielded base-, topline and
range-related discontinuity characteristics with higher correlations to perceived boundary strength. Concerning register representation, for the peak/valley fitting approach the base- and
topline patterns showed weaker correspondences to boundary
strength than the other feature pools. We furthermore trained
generalized linear regression models for boundary strength prediction on each feature pool. It turned out that neither the stylization method nor the register representation had a significant
influence on the overall good prediction performance.
Index Terms: intonation, register, stylization, prosodic boundary

1. Introduction
The main phonetic correlates of prosodic phrase boundaries
are speech pauses [1], boundary tones [2], final lowering [3],
pitch reset [4], pre-final lengthening [5], and a resistance against
cross-boundary coarticulation [6]. [4] have demonstrated by
perception experiments with delexicalized stimuli that these
acoustic features are also interpreted as boundary signals without any higher-level linguistic information.
The focus of this study lies on pitch-related discontinuity
patterns at these boundaries realized as pitch reset that serves to
re-initialize the pitch (F0) register to higher values after declination.
Register can be expressed in terms of level and range [7].
The level gives the distance of pitch to a reference value as for
example the speaker’s minimum F0. Its time course can be expressed as a base-, a mid- or a topline. The pitch range is determined by a baseline and a topline that impose a lower and upper
limit for local fundamental frequency movements [8]. These
lines can be calculated by means of linear regression [9] and
are then defined by their F0 starting points and their slopes. In
declarative sentences baseline and topline usually have negative slopes and converge towards the end of the unit, which is

referred to as declination [10, 11].
As described in section 3 we generated the F0 range and
the three F0 level representations in two different ways, (1)
by a standard linear regression method EXT introduced by [9]
that is still widely referred to in studies on declination, e.g.
[12, 13], and a recently proposed method [14] MED. In EXT
base- and topline are fitted to peaks and valleys of the pitch
contour, whereas in MED these lines are fitted to medians below and above certain pitch percentiles. From each of the four
representations we extracted a uniform set of features with the
aim to grasp register discontinuities patterns at word boundaries
(cf. section 4). Whereas in [14] regression trees were fitted on
features across different register representations and for the stylization MED only, we now examined for each stylization and
each feature set in isolation more systematically its relation to
perceived boundary strength in terms of correlations and generalized linear regression models (cf. section 4.2).

2. Data
We analyzed 5 utterances of 10 speakers from a corpus of Hungarian spontaneous speech from map task dialogs. This corpus part is manually segmented on the word level and contains
prosodic boundary labels assigned by 20 naive Hungarian subjects. The boundary label set comprises the tags weak, strong
and hesitation. Hesitations and utterance-final word boundary
instances were discarded for the current analysis, so that 312
word boundaries remained.
2.1. Boundary strength
In order to cope with strength judgment variation across the annotators we transformed the categorical labels into a continuous measure of perceived strength ranging from 0 to 1. For this
purpose we adopted the prominence score approach of [15] ex, where n(s) and
pressing perceived strength as: 2·n(s)+n(w)
2·n(subjects)
n(w) stand for the number of strong and weak judgments respectively.
2.2. F0 Preprocessing
Voiceless segments and F0 outliers were interpolated by piecewise cubic splines. Outliers were defined as points deviating
more than three standard deviations from the mean within an
utterance. F0 was then smoothed by Savitzky-Golay filtering
with a third order polynomial within a 5 sample window.
For speaker normalization an F0 base value b was defined
as the median below the 5th percentile to be robust against nonidentified outliers. F0 was then transformed to semitones (ST)
relative to this base value as F 0st = 12 · log2 ( F 0bHz ).

3. Stylization
At each word boundary the utterance segments of 1 second
length preceding and following the boundary were taken for further analysis. The choice of 1 second is motivated by a trade-off
that longer segments may contain more than one global declination event, and shorter segments may only contain local pitch
events like pitch accents from which global declination cannot
be inferred.
To capture F0 level and range we fitted a base-, a mid- and a
topline to the F0 contour (1) within the window seg1 preceding
the boundary, (2) the window seg2 following the boundary, and
(3) within the window seg12 comprising both seg1 and seg2 .
3.1. Method EXT for F0 level stylization
As the standard method EXT we employed the approach of [9]
who fitted a midline through all F0 points in the respective segment, a baseline through all local valleys and a topline through
all local peaks by means of linear regressions. Following [9]
peaks and valleys were defined to deviate at least 10 Hz from
the neighboring non-peak/valley parts of the contour. To cope
with the small segment lengths the process described in the following was repeated with a successively decreased threshold
until at least two peaks and valleys were detected.
• All local turning points were extracted and sorted with
respect to their distance to the midline that was fitted
through all data points. Weak turning points with low
distance come first.
• The sorted turning points x were successively compared
with the neighboring turning points in the contour. x was
removed from the list of turning points if one of the two
conditions held for any of its turning point neighbors y:
(a) x and y were of different type (i.e. local maximum vs.
minimum), and x did deviated from y by less then 10 Hz.
(b) x and y were of the same type, and x was less prominent than y, i.e. a lower maximum, or a higher minimum,
respectively. Note, that adjacent turning points could be
of the same type in the course of the iteration, but not
initially.
• The preceding step was repeated until no more local
turning points were removed from the list.
Compared to a strict left-to-right processing of the local extrema this iterative approach guarantees better, that weak extrema are removed from the data first and prominent points are
kept.
In order to allow for slope comparisons between seg1 , seg2 ,
and seg12 time was set to [0 1] for both seg1 and seg2 , and to
[0 2] for seg12 . Furthermore, speech pauses between seg1 and
seg2 were removed since their length would have influenced
the slope of the regression line in seg12 (the longer the flatter), which is not desirable in the context of the current focus
on pitch discontinuity.

Figure 1: Stylization of base-, mid- and topline by method MED
based on F0 median sequences below the 10th percentile for
the baseline, above the 90th percentile for the topline and for
all values for the midline. The F0 range is represented by a
regression line fitted through the pointwise distances between
the base- and topline.

– of the values below the 10th percentile for the
baseline,
– of the values above the 90th percentile for the
topline, and
– of all values for the midline.
This gives 3 sequences of medians, one for the base-, the
mid-, and the topline, respectively.
• For all three median sequences linear polynomials are
fitted.
Our method is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. The motivation for using F0 medians relative to respective percentiles
instead of local peaks and valleys is twofold. First, the stylization is less affected by prominent pitch accents and boundary
tones. Second, errors resulting from incorrect local peak detection are circumvented. Both is expected to enhance stylization
robustness which will be addressed in section 5.
3.3. Range stylization
Figure 1 also shows the range stylization result, that is simply
derived by fitting a linear regression line through the point-wise
distances between the base- and the topline. A negative slope
means that base- and topline converge, whereas the positive
slope in the illustrated example reflects line divergence.

4. Pitch discontinuity features
4.1. Extraction

3.2. Method MED for F0 level stylization
In contrast to method EXT, method MED does not require local
peak and valley detection. Here the fitting procedure consists of
the following steps:
• A window of length 50 ms is shifted along the F0 contour
with a step size of 10 ms.
• Within each window the F0 median is calculated

In this study we concentrate on pitch discontinuities at word
boundaries. As illustrated in Figure 3 discontinuity is measured
(1) between the two segments seg1 and seg2 adjacent to the
word boundary, and (2) between each of these segments and
the joint segment seg12 spanning over the word boundary. (1)
primarily reflects the pitch reset properties of prosodic boundaries, (2) the deviation of the pre- and post boundary F0 from a
common tendency.

Figure 2: Base-, mid and topline resulting from the MED stylization shown in Figure 1.

In order to ease comparisons across register representations,
for both the three level and the range representation the same 7
features were extracted.
• d1 2 : the absolute F0 distance between the end point of
the regression line in segment seg1 and the start point of
the corresponding line in segment seg2 .
• d1 12 : the absolute F0 distance between the end of the
regression line in segment seg1 and the corresponding
time point in the line for seg12 .
• d2 12 : the absolute F0 distance between the start of the
regression line in segment seg2 and the corresponding
time point in the line for seg12 .
• s1 2 : the absolute slope difference between the regression lines in seg1 and seg2 .

Figure 3: Discontinuity features derived at the word boundary.
d∗ represents pitch reset properties, and s∗ represents slope differences between the adjacent segments seg1 and seg2 , as well
as between these segments and a common declination tendency
measured in seg12 .

5. Results
5.1. Robustness
In order to compare the robustness of the stylization methods
EXT and MED we simply counted the instances in which the
fitted base- and topline crossed in seg1 , seg2 , or seg12 , which
is obviously to be regarded as an error. The error rate of EXT
amounts 16.6% (155 out of 936 instances, that are given by 3
segments for each of the 312 word boundaries). The error rate
of MED amounts 4.5% and thus is considerably lower.

• s1 12 : the absolute slope difference between the regression lines in seg1 and seg12 .

5.2. Correlations to perceived boundary strength

• s2 12 : the absolute slope difference between the regression lines in seg2 and seg12 .

Figure 4 shows the correlations of all feature sets each extracted
twice from the stylization method EXT and MED.

• rms: The root mean squared distance between the concatenated lines in seg1 and seg2 , and the line in seg12 .

Overall the correlations turned out to be significantly
lower than the correlation between pause length and boundary strength which amounted to 0.58 for our data (two-sided
one-sample sign tests for median comparison, p < 0.05).
Whereas the median correlation was significantly higher than
0 for method MED for all feature sets, for method EXT only the
feature set ml showed a sufficiently high correlation (two-sided
one-sample sign tests for median comparison, p < 0.05).

For low or zero-valued prosodic boundary strengths the
seg1 and seg2 are expected to have similar declination slopes
(i.e. low s1 2 ), low pitch reset values (i.e. low d1 2 ) and to show
low deviations from a common declination tendency (low values for d1 12 , d2 12 , s1 12 , s2 12 , and rms). Please see Figure 3
in [14] for two examples taken from the examined corpus.
In the following the base-, mid-, topline, and range-related
feature sets are referred to as bl, ml, tl, and rn, respectively.
4.2. Boundary strength prediction
For each of the two stylizations and each of the four feature sets
we fitted and evaluated generalized linear models ([16]; Matlab function GeneralizedLinearModel.fit) in order to map the
features introduced above to the perceived prosodic boundary
strength. To restrict the output to the strength score interval [0
1] (cf. section 2) the distribution of the response was set to binomial, and a logit link function was chosen defining the relation
between the linear combination of the predictors and the mean
response.

We measured separately for each stylization method,
whether there was a significant correlation difference dependent on the chosen feature set. For method MED no significant
difference across the feature sets is to be reported (KruskalWallis test, p > 0.89), for method EXT the features sets bl
and rn were significantly lower correlated to boundary strength
than ml (Kruskal-Wallis test, p < 0.01, Dunnett post-hoc test,
α = 0.05).
Finally we compared separately for each feature set,
whether there was a significant difference across the stylization
methods EXT and MED. MED yielded significantly higher correlations for bl, tl, and rn (Wilcoxon two-sided signed rank test
for paired samples, p < 0.05), but not for ml (p > 0.8).

Figure 4: Correlations of feature sets to perceived boundary
strength.

Figure 5: Mean absolute error in 20-fold cross validation for the
generalized linear regression models trained on the respective
feature sets.

5.3. Prediction of perceived boundary strength
For each stylization method and each feature set, we measured
in a 20-fold cross validation the mean absolute error of the generalized linear regression model predictions and the perceived
prosodic boundary strengths for the held-out data. The results
are shown in Figure 5.
Overall the mean absolute errors ranged from 0.06 to 0.22
(the maximally possible error would amount 1). There aren’t
any significant performance differences to be reported, neither
related to the stylization method nor to the feature set (ANOVA
with stylization method and feature set as independent factors
and the error as dependent factor, p > 0.69 for the method, >
0.94 for the set. Wilcoxon two-sided signed rank test for paired
samples for each feature set compared between the stylization
methods, p > 0.3).

Figure 6: Problems of register stylization on the basis of local F0 peaks and valleys: fuzzy local peak detection and high
dependency of the regression result on the choice of relevant
peaks and valleys leads to 3 different baselines and 4 different
toplines.

tion of local peaks and valleys, and second, it is less affected
by local pitch events such as prominent pitch accents or boundary tones. A possibility to weaken the misleading influence of
boundary tones would be to truncate the F0 contour at its ends
before fitting the regression line, but it might be difficult to automatically decide when such a truncation is justifiably. Furthermore, as the current study is working on relatively short
segments of 1 and 2 seconds length truncation might result in
contours which are too short for a reliable declination estimation. Difficulties of the EXT method in finding appropriate baseand toplines is illustrated in Figure 6. It is shown that the slopes
of the lines are dependent (1) on the somewhat arbitrary threshold choice for automatic peak and valley detection, and (2) on
the decision whether or not to truncate contour ends.
As opposed to the robustness difference in base- and topline
and this range stylization, especially for relatively short segments, the midline stylization turned out to be equally robust
for both methods, so that the additional median filtering step of
MED is dispensable.
6.2. Discontinuity features and boundary strength prediction
For all feature sets the correlations to perceived prosodic boundary strength turned out to be considerably lower than for pause
length reflecting the major impact of speech pauses on boundary strength. Nevertheless, it was possible to train generalized
linear regression models, that were robust against different stylizations and feature sets, to predict perceived boundary strength
with acceptable proximity on held-out data. These models can
be of use for automatic prosodic boundary extraction, especially
in cases were obvious boundary markers as speech pauses are
absent.

6. Discussion and Conclusions
6.1. Declination stylization
As reported in section 5.1 method MED turned out to be more
stable than EXT in avoiding implausible declination line crossings. The reason is that MED is less prone to two potential
sources of stylization errors: first, it does not require the detec-
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